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Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? The Jaguar E-Type is widely revered as one of the most beautiful, iconic
sports cars ever created, This car has a wrong motor and suspension in it but they took the
original frame o Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a
refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic.
The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black
vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. On this page: Article Comments. A word to the wise: we don't guarantee
that the colors as illustrated below are accurate, or indeed that they're even close! A LOT of
images will be loaded, so please be patient. The colors are presented in alphabetical order
along with the years they were generally available, indicated by the black numbers below the
color name. The paint codes if available are from various internet and written sources--they
have NOT been verified! Note: Non-standard colors were available. Not every catalog color is
illustrated. By following the link to "more cars" you will be viewing cars whose color has been
self-selected by the person entering the data. This can be frightfully inaccurate at times. Use the
cars on this page as a starting point. I am really having a hard time with the paint on a Jag.
Dupont metalic is too course and PPG cant come up with a formula Please note that you could
order any color on an E-Type at any time and Jaguar would be happy to accommodate you. The
colors and years listed here are the cataloged factory colors and when they appeared. However,
if Jaguar did paint your car in a custom color, it will have been noted on the build sheet the
Heritage Certificate you can obtain from JDHT. If you're worried about whether the pink coral
the car you're looking to buy is indeed "a factory custom color" as the vendor suggests, get the
certificate for the car! Please also note the cars shown here are self-selected and merely the
latest five cars with photos listed in the database. No representation of how accurate the colors
are is being made! N: writes:. Chassis number 1R Exterior paint colour Signal Red acc. Pratt
writes:. I was told the cpolor of my Jaguar was Regency Red, however it appears based on the
examples in these charts, it appears to match the Opalescent Maroon, but Opalescent maroon
was not available in How can I determine its true color? Also how or were do you get the
heritage cert. Thanks for the input. You list only one shade of British Racing Green spanning I
believe they actually changed this color several times over the years. Andy, you may be right,
but I suspect though don't know that whatever actual changes there were in the color are lost in
the mists of time, as in paint codes and correct shades. Sorta like if you lined up "signal red"
roadsters at a show today you'd probably find slight variations on the theme of "bright red. That
said, it would be far from shocking to learn the gallons of green they bought in was a different
shade than the gallons they bought in , etc. In a friend of mine had a new roadster which was
painted what we would call today a "fly yellow," but I don't see this color listed here. Do you
know when this color was produced? Thank you. I have a Series 3 which is Silver and was
confirmed to be originally silver when manufactured by the Jaguar Archive in NJ. Could this be
a special order color in ? Is the engine compartment supposed to be the same color. Mine is
currently painted black. Richard, almost all of the large amount of photo reference I have shows

that the underside of the hood, the firewall and frame members are body color. Skip, bright
yellow was never a listed factory color. There was green sand, which was chatreuse-y, and pale
primrose, a chalky yellow. It might have been a special order? And Richard, black in the engine
bay is common when the cars are restored by folks who don't have access to good reference
materials. British cars as a general rule mostly come with every part of the car with paint
painted the body color. American cars are usually the opposite, with black engine bays despite
the body color. Lots of exceptions, obviously It's car 1E I have asked on jag lovers and have
had some good feedback. Since then I've spent a lot of time looking at cars on this site
thankyou very much for the fine site and database. Although the car has had touch ups and
some respray work its clearly extremely close to the original colour inside doors, under bonnet,
spare wheel well etc which I can only describe as a pale metallic green. A previous owner has
mentioned warwick grey but I have only found one example of that to look at and I'm by no
means sure that its the colour. My nearest guess so far is pastel metallic green or pale metallic
green from the earlier cars. Any input would be welcome. Thanks again for this fantastic
resource. Can someone tell me where to find sometouch up paint for my Jag. Johnnie, try
They'll mix it if they don't already have it. John, that's a beautiful color. It must either be a
factory custom request or a repaint. That said, I've never seen a Warwick Grey car in my life, so
it might be. Someone must know! Indigo Blue and Dark Blue are not the same colour. They are
close, but according to my paint supplier the formulas are different and he needed to know
which one I had to be sure of getting a match. As it turned out, to match the already-painted tub
he had to do a 'variation' on the Dark Blue recipe. Pete, thanks for the info. I was trying to
suggest that they were "similar" not the same That said, I'll change my wording a bit to cause
less confusion. I'm good at confusion. Anyone have the paint code for a 74 silver OTS? Color
verified by the Heritage Cert. Glasurit or PPG. It was Willow Green with light Tan interior. I do
remenber Frank telling him it was a special order color. I wish I could find the car now. I do have
photos of the car if any one would like to see them. And no I do not know the vin on the car. Ron
Avery Winnetka CA. The Primrose Yellow shown on the site is rather to anemic in comparison
to my own car. Should be a creamier yellow. Is the Glasurit number under the pictures the paint
code I can use?? Thanks for help, Michael. Hey Folks - Greetings from Vermont! How can I tell
the original color of a XKE? Please email me directly if you have any information. Thanks so
much! That should be the original color. I personally much prefer the Darker Shade! Nice, but
before painting I am exploring options. I have red interior so that is somewhat limiting. I was
hoping to find an example of a Warwick Grey? But also, would it hurt the value of the car if I
used a non-standard color for the year? Such as the Gunmetal, which is a 64? Or if I used the
red interior in a Opal Silver blue? Let's try that again. Bob, I am in the exact same situation.
Nonetheless, though I am pleasently surprised to find the car is not originally its current Opal
Maroon by way of a previous owner , I am also torn about sticking to Opal Silver Grey. Could
your car be his old car? He replaced the car for a FHC 4. Please e-mail if you have any info.
Having just obtained a heritage certificate for my E type OTS, I can confirm that British racing
green was most definately available in My car was built in April of that year Car no. I have since
applied it to the car and it looks good. Main Layer: JAG. I've had 3 E-Type Roadsters in the past.
The first was a Series 1 3. The next 2 were both 4. I repanted the yellow car Signal Red. My latest
just acquired is a '66 coupe, original color I believe old english white, red interior. Hello, in and
there was no Old English White. The colour was called Cream, it is basically the same colour
but the name "Old English White" came up in the early 's. Also the light yellow was a very
popular colour and is called "Pale Primrose". And the dark green a lot of people think was
British Racing Green was in fact a metallic called "Opalescent Dark Green" BRG was not offered
at all in the mid-sixties, special order was available of course, and I believe the "Pastel Green"
metallic is one such. It was available in the 's for the XK's. I am having my silver XKE roadster
repainted. The inside of the bonnet and engine compartment appear to have been sprayed with
some type of undercoater. However, the area around the identification plate is not coated and
looks like it is bare metal. I have two questions. How do I get the underaotinmg off? And, more
importantly, were the underside of the bonnet, the firewall and other areas in the engine
compartment painted the same color as the body or were they originaly black or some other
color? Carter, The inside of the bonnet and engine compartment were indeed painted body
color, no exceptions. Regarding getting the undercoating off don't know. I've read about others
using heat Good luck. The car is currently red I assumend Signal red and as the paint job looks
rather scuffy, thought it to be the original color. However, the Trace certificate states "Silver
Grey" as color. Can anybody tell me which color that would be as I find only Silver on the above
list and assume that "Silver Grey" is not quite the same, especially as mine was manufactured
on the th of April and not in or Secondly does anybody own a car that was originally delivered
to Jamaica and then brought to Europe - as mine was?! Just out of curiousity. The factory just

went crazy spraying everything. If you disasemble the bonnet into pieces you will find all the
metal-to-metal contact i. I'm in San Diego have owned this car since new so there was only
minimal rust, but in more rust-prone areas it would be, in my opinion, very foolish to NOT
disassemble the bonnet and correct this. I am NOT suggesting you remove the air tunnels that
are glued on, as getting them properly reattached is a nightmare or so I've heard. Another note the sound proofing inside the cockpit floors, top of tranny tunnel, behind seats is an even
bigger pain. After that, more remover and the normal scotchpad or wire brush. Claudia, Sorry
for the late response, your color was most likely "opalescent" silver gray, take a look at the
pictures above. Its a dark silver and many would call it gunmetal on other cars but its not as
dark as Jaguar gunmetal. I have just purchased a e-type 4. JDHT told me that this was the
original factory colour for this car. However I need to know the jaguar colour code? Does
anybody know this coding for Jaguar factory black? In hope and thanks. Hello, I am restoring a
Nov. It is recorded as a personal export delivery to South Africa, now in Australia. There's been
a lot of confusion regarding British Racing Green, but it appears that there are several shades
with this nomenclature. The paint number escapes me at this time. To my eyes, it's one of the
prettier shades of BRG and it has a bluish tint that becomes apparent under certain light. Can
you tell me more on the real dates? Pierre, The factory would paint the car any color you chose,
even from other manufacturers. The dates for the colors are from Jaguar records but as many of
us have found their records were not always accurate. Your JDHT is correct and the factory
dates are dubious. Golden Sand appears on saloon cars in the early 60s, so Jaguar was using
the color. Easy enough to have one painted one Golden Sand. In fact there are several Golden
Sand E-types in the data base pre ' One is another is The interior is red but I can't find out what
it is called and if that was a proper color combo with the Golden Sand. Any ideas as to where I
can find interior colors? Rob : red certainly was used a lot with Golden Sand. In fact, my
recollections are that it was far and away the most popular interior colour for Gold. Just to add a
bit of perspective. Today the colour range being offfered by manufacturers varies by market.
Some colours are just more popular in certain markets than in others. Back in the 60's I beleive
that the importers especially in the US held a lot of sway on this sort of thing so a run of non
standard colours is for sure possible without it ever being an "official" colour. I have ordered a
Heritage Certificate that indicates the original color is Light Blue. However, researching colors,
apparently Cotswold Blue was used from to and Light Blue from to Then again Warrick Grey
was used from to Does anyone know if Warrick Grey was used as a substitute to the above
colors and how close it is? Looking at the cars on this site, Warrick Grey is closer to the
resemblance of my E-Type? Bob, Its listed as "Golden Sand". Though the color was
"Opalescent Golden Sand" for some reason Jaguar frequently dropped some of the descriptive
names from the build records which now appear on JDHT certificates. Opalescent is frequently
missing as is "Pale" in Pale Primrose. Fortunately Golden Sand is not questioned as there is no
similar color. Does anyone know where to get paint matching '63 Opalescent Silver Blue in the
States? Color formula for it? Doing a ground op of an OTS. Couple of points. I note a lot of
factory catalogue photos of S2's in Cotswald blue, although that is not listed as a factory color.
S2 roadster in End of an Era for example It's whiter than light blue which has a creamy tinge to
it. I'm not sure I agree with your correspondent who says the wheel arches were undersealed, I
think they were just painted like the rest of the bonnet. Bonnet badges on the side of the bonnet
actually on the wings were only on Series II XK E types that were model year. They may have
also been on Series III cars. I have been told this detail was added to commemorate the 10 year
anniversary of the E type Confirming what Jeff mentioned previously, the leaping jaguar badges
appeared only on the late Series II cars with numbers beginning in "2R". I do not believe they
were on any of the Series III cars. These badges are hard plastic and feature a silver leaper on a
black background. They were placed on both sides of the bonnet, approximately in the same
location as the outside bonnet latches in the very early cars. There are many photos of Series
"2R" cars in the database here that show these badges. Some owners have added these badges
to their cars which did not originally have them and some "2R" car owners have removed them.
They are fastened through two small holes drilled through the bonnet. I do not know why Jaguar
decided to place these badges only on the "2R" cars, but the 10 year E-Type anniversary is a
likely reason. Cheers, Bill. Hi joe, The official book was availabe at Cheers, xke7. I'm not the
only one who comes here almost every day. Besides regarding the colours this is the best
place. There was no confusion in mid as at the time BRG was not available as standard, only
special order. It was not in the and factory colour charts at all, the only dark green was
Opalescent Dark Green. I have also seen the word "Opalescent" or "Opal. Sand is very tricky as
Golden Sand was Opalesent metallic but there was a rare non-metallic colour called "Sand" as
well. I found this today. I prefer carmen red colour. It's so classy. Anyway I just found some
useful info about car paint and thought to share it. One is not better than the other, its mostly

important to have the style that came originally on the car. Only the early cars had them.
Considerably more expensive to have the louvers made as a separate part then weld to the
bonnet. I have been unable to buy aerosol paint cans in this colour in Australia. Hoping
someone might know where I can source these internationally for sea freight home? The old girl
needs some touching up. I have a Series 2 OTS. Its undergoing a full restoration. I'm thinking of
a bright green non standard color for that time. Need colour formula for opalescent dark green
ppg make it only in waterbase and they do not know or willing to try to get it in the old school
basecoat clearcoat. Same goes for Glasurit JAGA cannot get it anymore--is that right is it only
available in waterbase. I have a late S2 OTS with the side leaper badges. I've had the car for
three years, thinking the silver grey outside was original. After cleaning off lots of goo and
neglect I'm still not finished out of the engine bay I think the original color was a very light
metallic green - the outside is silver respray. I thought the frames and such were just sort of
burnt-in-oily-goo-silver, but since today I'm pretty sure its metallic light light green. I'll try to
obtain a Heritage certificat. Other than that, any comments or hints towards other cars in a very
light metallic green? So from above should be Old English White. However, both the Heritage
certificate and the original Bill of Sale from Henlys, London identify the colour as cream which
from above ended in I think the dealers and various Jaguar departments were not
communicating well For touch ups I have had colour analysed and locally mixed to match the
car. However the first papers show, that it was grey. And also under the seat I can find a little bit
of grey colour. So I am quite sure that grey was a colour applied in But it is not on your list.
Kind regards Marc Meyer, Switzerland. It is a must to verify this by checking an original
un-repainted part of your car, say the picture frame. Re: stripping undercoating. The least labor
intensive method I'm aware of is Dry Ice Blasting. It makes the coating so brittle that it literally
falls off and the only mess is to sweep the floor! FWIW, I still have my original owner ' Hi Guys!
Does anyone know the paint code for the pumpkin orange head colour of the first series 1
e-types? I have just purchased a 3. Not sure if I can post a picture of it on here?? Regards, Mike
Wilds. After all these years has anyone on the Forum identified a good paint code for Series 3
Silver paint? You would think JDHT would have a color code on record but that's not the case.
Any S3 owners that have had their car repainted OEM silver care to share color paint code and
mfg'r? I research the composition of the painting "sand" from to repaint my e -type series 1.
Thirty years ago when I graduated from college, I was fantasizing about spending all the money
I was going to make at my new corporate job and visited a collector car showroom in Ohio. They
had two E-type roadsters on display. One was an early model in Primrose, and the other one
was a '68 in a blue-gray pastel color that the dealer referred to as Seafoam Green. I remember it
like it was yesterday. I have never seen another one in this color, and it was definitely not
Willow Green, although that is the right direction. Mix the Willow Green with some light blue and
that would be it. Was this a special order color? I have a US spec series 1. It has been re-painted
at some time but he colour is very close to the original which is maroon. The code stamped on
the body behind the rear number plate is 4E Does this mean anything to you? Thanks Geoff.
Someone asked about badges on the side of Bonnet. Could they be confusing the external
bonnet latches on the bonnet wings for badges? If it was an OTS, the car would have been Just
a quick question, was the color Heather truly an official e-type or even xj color? I have every
catalog brochure from the time period and none list Heather as a color. I can not find any
reference to this color. Can anyone help me? Thank you so much. I have the same issue as
Dick. I own a Silver XKE. Has anyone looked at the silver grey color referenced by paintscratch?
I know is grey but do you any information? ABout the air filter case? I have a open 2 seater in
Opalescent Maroon. I don't see that color listed. Would you like a photo for this page? Can a
Dupont dealer produce the paint with that information? I have seen stone guard in machine gray
but nothing saying if undercoat is correct for show cars. Does anyone know what years the light
green 'sea-foam mist' was available on the E-Type? I saw one at a car show about 10 yrs ago
and I believe it was an early Series 2 67 - 68 Thanks, Michael. I noticed tat the top of this article
that the author thought that the Signal red may not have been available in I bought my E" in ,
the original colour from Jaguar is Tobacco Leaf, originally a Rover colour, have just had a back
to metal respray- looks superb. I have never seen this on another E" the closest ls sable, but
this was, I think the states. Has anyone seen another? My father is restoring a 64' roadster.
Anyone ever hear of this color before? Anyone have any pictures of a mushroom paint job?
Thanks in advance. Also- The Azure Blue shown above is incorrect. Shown in the pic is
Squadron Blue which was not yet available until after E types ceased production Although I'd
buy that color in an E type if I saw it ;. Spam prevention question must be answered : The father
of jokes about warm beer and smoke escaping from wires is Joseph Lucas. Lucas died of
typhoid after drinking infected water in Naples in All Rights Reserved. Online since Jan. It only
takes a minute and really helps! Share: On Facebook. We could use a donation or three! Click to

learn more. We're tracking 21, Jaguar E-Type cars, with , photos! Learn More xkedata. Overview
Models Car Numbers Colors. More Beige cars More Black cars More Claret cars More Green
Sand cars More Pearl cars More Sand cars More Silver cars More Turquoise cars N: writes:
Note. Pratt writes: I was told the cpolor of my Jaguar was Regency Red, however it appears
based on the examples in these charts, it appears to match the Opalescent Maroon, but
Opalescent maroon was not available in It is a 61 OTS. Thanks, Ted. You may leave a comment.
Comments are subject to our site terms. More Ascot Fawn cars More Azure Blue cars More
British Racing Green cars More Carmen Red cars More Cotswold Blue cars More Dark Blue cars
More Fern Grey cars More Golden Sand cars More Heather cars More Imperial Maroon cars
More Light Blue cars More Old English White cars More Opalescent Dark Green cars More
Opalescent Dark Blue cars More Opalescent Gunmetal cars More Opalescent Maroon cars More
Opalescent Silver Blue cars More Opalescent Silver Grey cars More Pale Primrose cars More
Regency Red cars More Sherwood Green cars More Signal Red cars More Warwick Grey cars
More Willow Green cars What disease did Lucas succumb to? Your name optional : Your email:.
Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 3. Browse Category. Search
Tools. Set an Alert? Incredible condition Only one meticulous owner from new Original Be
Jaguar E-Type Custom Top condition Jaguar E-type Series 1. Dealership Showcased. This car is
in an almost new state, the paint, chrome, interior, It is a nice Best Offer. This E-type's Heritage
Certificate confirms its matching numbers and that it was originally finishe Contact Seller.
Auction Vehicle. A very fine and original example displaying only Refine Search? Also be sure
to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by
a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has
new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom
center console and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital
stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower
steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now
offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5.
Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under
previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with
the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a
one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a
matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood
speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers
for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are
included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service
records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment
includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled seats, navigation,
Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much more. Thecar is
stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every two months since
new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original purchase documents,
including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get
Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business
Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are
the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the
continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier
business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. The
Jaguar XKE first appeared as a concept in , entered production in , and after 14 years of being
the most popular model, retired for a long hiatus. The first generation was, at first, only
available in export markets. With a 3. Exports of the model began in March , and four months
later it was available to customers in the United Kingdom. The classic Jaguar XKE Convertible
for sale, as well as the XKE Roadster, came as part of the first generation rather than waiting for
a redesign later, and the design is just as stunning without a top as with one. The second
generation, Series Two, launched in and was produced until , with the exterior design featuring
a wrap-around bumper, uprated brakes and different placement of the indicators. The interior
featured a redesigned dashboard and seats. For the third generation, Series Three, the engine
received a major upgrade. Produced from , this generation of the XKE was available as either an
XKE coupe or roadster, with an unmistakable front grille. The inline-six design of Series Two
was replaced, and the V12 was introduced. After Series Three stopped production in , the name
remained silent for forty years before its revival. In , Jag announced that it planned to finish
2005 honda odyssey repair manual pdf free
replace thermostat 2004 hyundai santa fe
how to change a door lock

creating its line of lightweight XKEs. In production during , there were supposed to be 18 of the
aluminum-heavy, racing-oriented car, but only 12 were ever created. Black with black interior
and automatic with air conditioning. Maroon with tan interior, this two owner car from new has
been sitting in a garage since when the Opalescent blue Burgundy with tan interior and soft-top.
No listings found! Widen search by de-selecting one or more search filter items. Register an
account to save your searches for more than 30 days. X Success Your e-mail has been sent.
You will be sent a copy of this email to the email address you provided. Make Jaguar show more
show less. Model XKE show more show less. All 4. Used 4. All D-type 2. E-PACE 4. E-Type
F-PACE F-Type F-Type R 9. F-Type S 1. F-Type SVR 5. I-PACE 1. Mark I 1. SS 1. XJ
Supercharged 1. XJ 2. XJ8 1. XJR 2. XJR 1. XJS 6. XK 5. XK 6. XK 8. XK8 1. XKE 4. Black 1. Blue
1. Red 2. Dealer 4. Saved Searches. ZIP Code. XKE in New York. XKE in St.

